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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Since 2018, the University has been pursuing a Board-approved strategy to replace the current Student Information 
System (SIS) with Workday’s Student solution.  

On April 26, 2021, the Board approved replacement of the current SIS and a funding release of $54.4 million for fiscal 
year 2021-2022. The Board of Governors requested IRP Student leadership to complete an independent third-party 
review assessing risks, costs, and the implementation plan, and return to the Board in June 2021 with a final 
recommendation and budget for a new SIS ecosystem once the review was complete.  

The independent third-party review was completed in June 2021 by PwC. The report concluded, “the program has been 
well planned, based on information available to date, with appropriate stakeholder engagement and consideration of 
risks.” PwC provided recommendations and highlighted areas to monitor. On June 24, 2021, the Board approved 
replacement of the current SIS and granted Board 3 approval for implementation of the Student components of the 
Integrated Renewal Program within a total budget envelope of $284.9 million (including contingency). 

The weekly Status Report shows the Budget as green and Resources have returned to green from amber as our wave 1 
hiring target of 80% was met.  

https://bog3.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2021/09/8_2019.09_Integrated-Renewal-Program-Student.pdf
diligent-boards://link/IDJE5Oa3DuhHTRLCBdUzeI%2bGohD66P8q50zbhk1D%2bBNzZoW5eQcipmEO4lxB3uqtyckC3LlTG%2b6Kmh6X279GNw%3d%3d
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At previous meetings, concerns were raised regarding scope versus schedule. The Schedule has now transitioned from 
green to amber. This change is largely due to timeline misalignment within the overall Consolidated Plan that was 
uncovered during the Consolidated Plan update workshop held in mid-October. The Student Leadership Team (SLT) are 
working diligently in a number of subsequent workshops to ensure alignment and confirm IRP Student has a sound and 
achievable Consolidated Plan and to ensure milestones are met. Program status is regularly shared with program 
sponsors, and the team have received strong support from sponsors as they work through the revision process.  

Resources are now trending green. Recruitment has increased steadily since a focused campaign was implemented to 
move recruitment numbers from 60% percent of external hires with offers accepted to 80% by September 30, 2021. To 
reach a larger external candidate pool HR worked with recruitment agencies and posted on popular job sites such as 
Indeed. 
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STATUS REPORT 

The IRP Student Program is a large and complex project that comes with a number of risks. The PMO 
continues to refine the Status Report based on user feedback to increase transparency and clarity. The 
IRP Student Status Reports are produced weekly, and are shared with program leadership, including 
Steering and Executive Sponsors. The first page of the report is the program snapshot that shows the 
overall health of program scope, resources, and schedule. It also includes a summary of the current 
week’s key accomplishments and the key upcoming activities for the following week.  

Previously Resources were amber, as hiring was not occurring at the expected pace. HR set an ambitious 
goal of reach 80% of external hires with an accepted position. After a focused effort by both HR and hiring 
managers we have reached our target of 80% and Resources have returned to green. As of mid-October, 
Schedule shifted from green to amber. This change is largely due to scheduling challenges that were 
unveiled during the refinement of the Consolidated Plan. There is a mitigation plan in place that aligns 
with Milestone 1.   

The Student Leadership Team (SLT) continues to work through the Consolidated Plan and has additional 
upcoming working sessions booked. The SLT have asked for support from Sponsors to allow them to work 
through and address the current scheduling challenges. Recommendations from the program team will 
be brought forward to sponsors.  

The Program is tracking no Very High risks, and three High Risks. The top risks being monitored include: 

• Program resource availability / productivity
• Education Planner BC (EPBC) and Association of Registrars of the Universities and Colleges of

Canada (ARUCC) relationship impacting transcript design
• Scope & Requirements for Regulatory Reports to be defined and finalized







IRP PROGRAM RECRUITMENT UPDATE 

Resources are now trending green. Recruitment has increased steadily since a focused campaign was 
implemented to move recruitment numbers from 60% percent of external hires with offers accepted to 
80% by September 30th. To reach a larger external candidate pool HR worked with recruitment agencies 
and started posting on popular job sites such as Indeed. To maximize online interaction job descriptions 
were reviewed and “jazzed up” by IRP Internal Communications. The forecast for October 20 shows the 
IRP will be at approximately 80% of external hires with offers accepted. Significant progress has been 
made through team work and collaboration and the program feels staff levels are in a healthy state, 
allowing Resources to transition back to green from amber.  

 

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT 
 

The overall IRP Student program budget was approved by the Board of Governors on June 24, 2021 and 
is expected to be completed on budget.  

For Year to Date, as of September 2021 Savings are $3,391k. This is mostly due to a timing variance in 
UBC Resources, $3,367k. There is an additional savings of $23k listed as other costs (licenses and tools, 
Learner Financial Support point solution, training, interdependent projects, premise costs, first year 
sustainment, and other non-labour items) due to timing variance. The positive variances in UBC 
Resources are timing and are mainly due to slower hiring compared to budget. They are not at a point to 
be crystalized into savings 

The Student Leadership Team (SLT) was asked to review their budgets, including their operational plan 
to verify whether or not changes were necessary. This may involve shifting costs between fiscal years, 
delaying or moving up recruitment of certain roles, or reallocating funds now that the program is 
underway and leadership has a clearer understanding of program needs. The budget review was 
suggested by the Executive Sponsors, and will stay within the original approved budget envelope of 
$285 million. 



 

 

Forecast based on information available as at October 5, 2021 

 



 



CONCLUSION & NEXT STEPS 

The Student Leadership Team is working towards a revised edition of the Consolidated Plan by the end 
of October, this Plan will be an evolving document as work is uncovered or tasks are completed ahead of 
time. The team continues to work towards successfully delivering Program Milestone 1. Program Wave 
1 hiring will continue, and Wave 2 recruitment is underway. A Senior Financial Analyst has been hired 
and will be joining the team. The Analyst will provide additional support and will work with teams to 
provide financial analysis of budgets and program spending.  
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The Program is tracking green with Scope, Resources have shifted back to green, Schedule is amber
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Current Status
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Program Recruitment Update
With 75 team members (47 external) onboarded in Sep and Oct, we have achieved our 80% target
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Financial Snapshot – September Financials
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Financial Snapshot – September Financials Cont’d
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Summary
• Current overall status is green for scope, and resources has shifted back to green due to positive 

results from focused recruiting efforts

• Overall status for schedule has shifted to amber due to schedule challenges that have surfaced as we 
refine the Consolidated Plan – mitigation in place aligned with Milestone 1

• Framework to guide decisions on Scope versus Schedule trade-offs is in discussion with Enterprise 
Risk and Assurance (ERA)

• For Year to Date, as of September 2021 Savings are $3,391k. This is mostly due to a timing variance 
in UBC Resources

• HR continues to work with leaders to fill critical roles, and has begun the process of posting and hiring 
for wave 2.

• Resourcing statistics will be monitored carefully and changes in status will be highlighted to all 
leadership teams. 
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The Integrated Renewal Program -
Student would love to hear from you! If 
you have any questions or comments 

please get in touch.

CONTACT

WEBSITE  |  http://irp.ubc.ca
CONTACT | Corinne Pitre-Hayes

http://irp.ubc.ca/
mailto:corinne.pitre-hayes@ubc.ca?subject=IRP%20Student%20Contact



